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which corresponds to an increase of the associated energy
consumption by approximately 16-20% per year. There are
3% of the world-wide energy is consumed by
telecommunication system infrastructure that causes about
2% of the world-wide CO2 emissions, which is comparable
to the world-wide CO2 emissions by airplanes or one quarter
of the world-wide CO2 emissions by cars [1].
In current spectrum technology, there has been a growing
interest in cognitive radio oriented network where the
technology that promises to overcome the problem of
spectrum mobility resulting from the current approach of
fixed spectrum allocation. At the device level, each
cognitive radio is able to learn/understand the radio
environment and to dynamically adapt its operating
parameters to make best use of the available spectrum. This
is achieved by equipping radio devices with enabling
capabilities such as spectrum sensing, adaptive transmission,
and software reconfigurability. At the system level,
cognitive radio networks, formed by cognitive radio devices,
is to make better usage of available spectrum to achieve
higher end-to-end quality of service, e.g., in throughput
and/or delay performance [2]. However, developing an
algorithm and scheme of fully-functioning cognitive radio
network can be challenging.
In the traditional management of licensed spectrum, users
usually pay and have the exclusive access of spectrum with
a minimum level of Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee. On
one hand, the spectrum is getting more and more crowded as
the number of wireless devices increases drastically.
However, on the other hand, the utilization of spectrum at
any given time is low. It can be seen that a lot of spectrum
bands are not fully utilized. Therefore, it would be efficient
to allow unlicensed users to share spectrum with licensed
users by using a unoccupied frequency band [2].
Cognitive Radio technology is developed to utilize these
white spaces intelligently. FCC Spectrum Policy Task Force
published a new spectrum management policy, open access
or license exempted model to allow unlicensed user or
secondary user to use the unoccupied spectrum, known as
opportunistic spectrum [3]. Seen as the secondary user, the
cognitive radio (CR) must avoid interfering with primary
user (PU), that is, licensed user, while sharing the licensed
band with the PU. Therefore, cognitive radio needs to sense
the spectrum to detect the existence of PU, identify the
white spaces of spectrum, and adapt its transmission to one
of the white spaces to avoid interfering with PU [4], [5].
There would be are more vacant channels available that can
causes a world-wide energy waste.
Detecting the vacant bands of the spectrum is the crucial
initial step but very crucial in Cognitive Radio technology.

Abstract—We develop a new algorithm and performed a
measurement for spectrum mobility in cognitive radio network.
The operating frequency range is 2.4GHz to 2.5 GHz. An
algorithm for spectrum handoff developed is able to make the
cognitive user to produce efficient decision to return the
spectrum to demanded licensed user. By using our proposed
scheme, the cognitive user able to adjust its transmission power
with sufficient protection to licensed user instead of carrying
out spectrum handoff and it is found working nicely. In this
project, measurement and simulation were implemented and
provide agreement around 89% to 92%. The purpose is to
analyze a new architecture for spectrum mobility and handoff
with a sufficient level of Quality of Service guarantee by
Internet System Provider for more energy efficient
communications. Energy-efficiency of mobile networks not
only reduces environmental impact, it also cuts network costs
and helps to make communication more affordable for
everyone.
Index Term—Spectrum mobility, handoff, cognitive radio.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio devices able to sense their environment,
adapt to different conditions, and incorporate long term
learning. Integrating situational awareness of the wireless
spectrum, power grid usage, and the needs of the systems
users with the power control of base station devices opens
up a new world of cognitive power control. In this project, it
is expected that the contributions is towards the cognitive
radio and dynamic spectrum access, and applicationoriented contributions dealing with new technology of
system designs. Finding new efficient-energy solutions for
spectrum mobility and handoff decision also helps spread
access to communications by opening up more options for
the sitting of radio sites in a sustainable, low-impact way,
and reducing overall total cost of ownership.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Currently, inefficient use of spectrum data volume
increases approximately by a factor of 10 every 5 years,
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There are three major cognitive radio network techniques
that could be used to detect the existence of PU which are
matched filtering, energy detection, and cyclostationary
feature detection [6]. Among those, energy detector has been
used widely due to its simplicity and easy implementation.
However as a radio device, a single CR may suffer severe
shadowing or multipath fading with respect to primary
transmitter so that it cannot detect the existence of PU even
in its vicinities. In addition, there exists a hidden-node
problem, in which a CR may be too far from the PU to
detect the existence, but close to the primary receiver to
interfere with the reception if transmited [7]-[9]. Due to
these challenges, an efficient algorithm and scheme are
required in cognitive radio oriented wireless network for
certain level of Quality of Service (QoS). A multiple
cognitive radios cooperate to reach an optimal global
decision by exchanging and combining individual local
sensing results. Allowing multiple users to cooperate,
cooperative sensing can increase the detection probability,
reduce the detection time, and achieve the diversity gain.

RSU  BC log 2 (1 

PSU
)
N0

(1)

where RSU is the SU transmission rate, BC is the channel
bandwidth, PSU is SU transmit power and N0 is the thermal
noise. In other words, QoS becomes terrible and the
spectrum handoff will be the only option here. Therefore,
our algorithm is designed to reduce the interference as low
as possible, and relying on QoS parameter, system will
decide whether the spectrum handoff should take place.

III. METHODOLOGY
The project objective is divided into 2 paths which are
algorithm development and experimental design. The
operating frequency range is 2.4 to 2.5 GHz.
A. Proposed Spectrum Handoff Algorithm
In algorithm development, this paper focuses on spectrum
handoff where cognitive user can returns the spectrum to
demanded licensed user. Besides, the cognitive user can
chooses to adjust its transmission power with sufficient
protection to licensed user instead of carry out spectrum
handoff. Using our proposed scheme, cognitive user
switches between the bands if and only if it is unable to
modify its transmission power within the tolerable limits.
Therefore, this paper aims to clearly describe the concepts of
cognitive radio and fuzzy logic, and the implementation of
proposed algorithm. MATLAB software simulations were
carried out and the results show the promising benefit of
using our scheme in optimizing the power consumption and
spectrum handoff rate of cognitive radio.
In this work, spectrum handoff algorithm is proposed and
illustrated in the form of a flow chart as shown Fig. 1 below.
Our spectrum handoff algorithm focuses on the idea instead
of returning the frequency band back to reclaim primary
user (PU) and transferring to other idle bands, secondary
user (SU) should try to adjust its transmission power.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, when the time the algorithm is
activated, the aspect of SU needs to compare values of the
power transmitted from the PU and the power it can receives
from PU transmission. This comparison will act as the
reference to measure the distance between the users, and
calculate the power at which SU should transmit. SU
changes its power transmitted accordingly to ensure no
interference causing to neighbor PUs. It is worth to mention
that sometimes the power transmitted by SU can be reduced
to avoid redundant spectrum handoff. However, the
Shannon-Hartley theorem mentioned that if the power
transmitted of SU becomes very low, the rate of
transmission will drop as (1).

Fig. 1. Spectrum handoff algorithm.

B. Implementation of Proposed Algorithm
The spectrum handoff algorithm is implemented in a
hierarchical model where two Fuzzy Logic Controller, FLCs
are used as shown in Fig. 2. The first FLC is in charge of
measuring the distance between users, and controls SU
transmit power, Psu; while the second FLC is in charge of
making decision if handoffs to another frequency band is
required or not. The second controller consists of two
outputs which are handoff power, Phandoff and power
modification decision, MODPsu. The first output also defined
as Phandoff indicates whether a spectrum handoff is needed to
carry out. The second output also defined as MODPsu
indicates whether the power transmitted by SU is needed to
adjust. The actual actions of FLCs are explained in detail at
the following sections.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the spectrum handoff algorithm.

C. Type 1 Simulation Results
Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 illustrate the graph of SU’s transmission
8
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power, spectrum handoff decision and power modification
decision versus power received by SU from PU. The graphs
in the Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 consist of three different colours and
pattern of lines, where each of them represents as a user with
a value within the range of the Tpower: The red colour line
represents Tpower= -14 dBm (low power scale); green colour
line represents Tpower= 0 dBm (medium power scale); blue
colour line represents Tpower= 14 dBm (high power scale).
Both of graphs in the figures illustrate that the distance
between SU to PU is change from far to near when the Rpower
is increased.

In other words, the interference caused by the blue line to
the PU is less possible.
Fig. 4 represents the graph of handoff power against
received power. It found that when the value of the Rpower is
increasing, the value of Phandoff is increasing. This is due to
the perception of SU moving closer to PU. Therefore, SU is
required to perform a spectrum handoff when the value of
Phandoff exceeds certain limit. The red line in Fig. 4 shows
highest chance to perform handoff, followed by green and
blue lines because it is near to the PU when compared to
green and blue lines. It also shows that the results are within
the acceptable range [3]-[4]. The graph in Fig. 5 represents
the power modification decision against received power.
When the value of the Rpower is increasing, the value of
MODPsu is decreasing because perception of SU moving
closer to PU. SU is recommended by the system on reducing
its transmission power, PSU. The power reducing method
gives the chance for SU to avoid a spectrum handoff when
the condition is met. It means the QoS of SU transmission is
acceptable. The work has been extended into experimental
design in order to analyze more the received power in
spectrum.

SU Tx Power versus Power Received by SU from PU
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D. Experimental in the Lab
In measurement path, the mobile testbed architecture is
shown in Fig. 6. One Universal Software Radio Peripheral,
USRP has been configured to be the primary users and other
to be the secondary users. They transmit packets of random
content at fixed carrier frequencies. Like primary users, the
USRPs do not transmit data all the time and are
programmed to transmit data at random intervals and for
random lengths of time. The actual measurement setup is
shown in Fig. 7.
The secondary users are associated with an ID number
which helps them uniquely identify each other. Since they
have no licensed spectrum, they opportunistically use any
vacant frequency bands. The secondary users are configured
to perform the following tasks: 1) Decide if a given
frequency band is currently occupied or not; 2) Change the
transmitting and receiving parameters at any given time; and
3) Make sure that its operation does not interfere with
primary users. Thus, the USRPs acting like secondary users
are programmed such that their structures and parameters
change according to the channel conditions. There is also a
laptop are used which acts as a monitor, providing the
ground truth of the state of spectrum utilization.
USRPs are software defined radios which are connected
to a computer terminal or laptop via a USB cable. To gain
all the functionalities of a software defined radio, the USRPs
work on the GNU radio platform. GNU radio software is an
open source toolkit which allows the construction of radios
where all hardware related problems like designing and
building the required circuits are converted to software
issues. The laptop is used to view the state of spectrum
utilization.
All the USRPs are connected to laptop where LINUX is
running to host the GNU radio software. The GNU radio
software comes with programs which can be used for packet
transmission and reception and has many reconfigurable
options like carrier frequency modulation type, data rate,
packet length etc. To emulate a cognitive radio network, the
USRPs are configured to take different roles. In this section,

-30

Fig. 3. Graph of PSU vs. Rpower.
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Fig. 4. Graph of Phandoff vs. Rpower.
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Fig. 5. Graph of MODPsu vs. Rpower

Fig. 3 represents the graph of subscriber user power
against received power. It can be investigated that when the
value of Rpower is increasing, the value of PSU is decreasing
because perception of SU moving closer to PU. Thus, SU
should reduce its transmission power to avoid interference
to PU. The value of PSU of the blue line in Fig. 3 shows
highest, followed by green and red lines because the blue
line is far to the PU when compared to green and red lines.
9
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

provide the algorithms and software configuration
details that achieve these roles on the USRPs.

In this section we evaluate the performance of our testbed
using two main criterias. The first one is the ability to sense a
piece of spectrum and decide the unoccupied channels, i.e.,
spectrum sensing and second is to check the ability of the
whole system demonstrating dynamic spectrum access.
Various operating parameters of the cognitive radio network
are provided.
As mentioned in previous section, the USRP are used in
our system have the capability to operate on both 2.4 GHz
and 2.5 GHz range. The 2.4 GHz spectrum is chosen to avoid
interference from the Wi-Fi network of the university faculty
operating in range. To make the primary user signals
different from the secondary users, the primary users
transmit different modulated packets compared with the
secondary users.
This experiment was conducted in order to observe the
spectrum utilization of the proposed range as well as to
compare with the proposed algorithm. By using the
usrp_spectrum_sense.py, Fig. 8-Fig. 13 spectrums are
obtained.

Fig. 6. Measurement block diagram

USRP
Fig. 7. Measurement setup

Fig. 8. Spectrum for range 2.4-2.43 GHz.

Fig. 9. Spectrum for range 2.43-2.46 GHz.

Fig. 10. Snapshot of the spectrum using USRP for range 2.4-2.5 GHz.

Fig. 11. Spectrum range for 2.4 – 2.43 GHz.
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Fig. 12. Spectrum range for 2.43 – 2.46 GHz

Fig. 13. Snapshot of the spectrum using USRP for range 2.4 – 2.5 GHz.

The experiment was done at different hours of the day to
analyse the spectrum utilization. The results of measurement
in the first phase can be seen in Fig. 8-Fig. 10 whereas data
obtained in the second phase can be seen in Fig. 11-Fig. 13.
The noise level in Fig. 8-Fig.10 is around 5 W/Hz.
Assuming the spikes in the spectrum are signals, it is found
that some spectrum range are underutilized or holes are
existed [10]. Figure 8 shows the spectrum collected for
range 2.4 - 2.43 GHz while Fig. 9 shows the spectrum
collected for range 2.43 - 2.46 GHz. Fig. 10 is a
combination of the first two spectrums. The x-axis
represents the frequency with unit Hertz, while the y-axis
represents the received power in W/Hz. The noise level in
Fig. 11-Fig. 13 appears to be around 3 W/Hz which is lower
than the measurement conducted in the morning. It is found
that the spectrum range is fairly utilized or moderately used
[11], which is different from findings presented in Fig. 8-Fig.
10. Through this measurement, we are able to get power
spectral densities of the existing signals. Thus, we can
deduce many features of a spectrum like how good a
channel is in terms of noise, the average power in a channel,
the peak power observed, etc.
From these experimental results, it then compared with
the proposed algorithm results as described before for
verification. The observation is implemented for SU’s
transmission power within the range of low power scale, 20dBm, medium power scale, 0dBm and high power scale,
20dBm. From the experiment, it shows that the distance
between SU to PU, as in Fig. 6, is change from far to near
when the received power is increased. Another finding is
when the value of received power is increasing, the value of
secondary user power is decreasing because perception of
SU moving closer to PU. The mean error for each point of
secondary user power is calculated using equation (2) in
order to observe the agreement between measurement and
simulation. The percentage of agreement between the
measurement and simulation are 92%, 91% and 89% for low
power scale, medium power scale, and high power scale,
respectively. From this result, it able to verify the spectrum
handoff decision and power modification decision as well.

Besides, it also found that different sensing algorithms are
realized on the testbed to demonstrate their effectiveness in
identifying spectrum holes. The system is extended to
incorporate collaborative spectrum sensing amongst the
secondary users. Experimental results show that the
reconfigurability of the secondary users allows them to adapt
to the channel occupancy states. Although, the current
testbed is focused on spectrum mobility and dynamic
spectrum access, it has the ability to carry out extensive
research in all fields of the cognitive radio. Seen as the
secondary user, the cognitive radio (CR) must avoid
interfering with primary user (PU), that is, licensed user,
while sharing the licensed band with the PU. Therefore,
cognitive radio needs to sense the spectrum to detect the
existence of PU, identify the holes of spectrum, and adapt its
transmission to one of the white spaces to avoid interfering
with PU.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, new algorithm has been proposed and the
simulation results are performed by using MATLAB
software. The performance comparison has been made
between measurement and simulation and provides
agreement around 89% to 92%. From the observation, it is
found that the average SU transmission power of our
designed algorithm is consumed more than the other
algorithm when the distance between PU and SU is
constantly far over certain periods. As a result, its signaling
cost is higher than other algorithm. On other hand, the
processing cost of our designed algorithm is lower than other
algorithms because it still guarantees a low spectrum handoff
rate, where it is sufficient to convince that the spectrum
mobility function is performed efficiently. The work has
been extended to the experimental in the lab to verify the
proposed algorithm, where a cognitive radio testbed built on
USRPs. By configuring the USRPs to play different roles,
we are successful in implementing a basic wireless
communication network with cognitive abilities where
different sensing algorithms are realized on the testbed to
11
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demonstrate their effectiveness in identifying spectrum
holes.
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